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# STARVING ARTIST
# YOUNG COUPLE

# TEMPORARY HOME
# STUDYSLEEPREPEAT

# starvingartist # young 
couple # # temporary home 
# studysleeprepeat #house-
share #student life #full 
house #justmarried #dinner
parties #bachelor #retiredlife
#golfmondays #payoffmymort-
gage # dorm room #house 
parties #watching the big game  
# residency #  extended family
# studysleeprepeat #new canadians
# thecityismylivingroom # bar 
star # greenthumb # patiobeers 
# streetlife # student residence # 
babyontheway ...

+ + + + =

‘ There isn’t 
much need 
for room for 
others these 
days ‘

#retiredlife
#golfmondays

‘ I don’t need 
much for 
myself, but 
wouldn’t mind 
a roomate 
paying off my 
mortgage ‘
#bachelor

‘ It would be 
nice if we had 
some space to 
expand later ‘

#justmarried
#dinner
parties

‘ Money can 
be tight with 
three kids - 
but we need 
atleast some 
space ‘

#full house

‘ We’ll throw 
the odd party 
after an exam 
‘
#studysleep
repeat 
#houseshare
#student life

single 
family
home

home with 
basement

suite

apartment

duplex

triplex

 

C HOUSE is an urban co-habitation prototype, a modified 
co-housing that takes the emerging lifestyles of our urban life 
as its architectural assignment. Students, young-professionals, 
young-adults, young-families, intergenerational-families, 
migrants, and immigrants and so on, these multi-faceted forms 
of ‘households’ are populating our urban centers and their 
flexible living arrangements are increasingly becoming a part of 
our urban economy/ecology.

While modified single-family houses and varying scales of 
collective housings sufficiently accommodate these emerging 
forms of living, C HOUSE takes them as a spatial opportunity 
that aims to celebrate such forms as a mainstream.
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Living spaces are distributed around the CORE where 
infrastructural needs concentrated. The built-ins 
around the CORE and the washrooms offer controlla-
ble degrees of social interactions while the tenants 
move through the spaces. The CORE in turn distances 
the rooms on its either sides and with the split level 
distribution each living space occupies a unique 
vertical level around the CORE. The alternation of 
the split levels and front-back spaces between the 
side-by-side units further articulates the unique 
presence and directionality for each living spaces. 





1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1. CARPORT  2. KITCHEN  3. PANTRY  4. LOUNGING  5. GRASS SLOPE  6. PUBLIC STEP1. STEPS TO BACKYARD  2. COOKING / EATING  3. WASHROOM + LAUNDRY  
4. STORAGE  5. GRASS SLOPE  6. STORAGE

1.
2.

3.

4. 5.

6.

A set of collective spaces intersect with 
the vertical arrangement of living spaces 
articulating additional levels of collective 
encounters: the study/lounge space and 
the cooking and dining space at the first 
level; the wash/dry and pause space on 
the second level and the deck space on 
the roof.



1. LAUNDRY / DRYING / RESTING 2. SLEEPING 3. EATING BELOW  4. WASHING 5. GARDENING / STORAGE / STUDIO 1. SLEEP 2. PARTY / SAUNA 3. STUDY 4. BATHE 5. CLEAN

1. 2. 

4. 

5. 

3. 

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

4.

5.

APARTMENT BLOCK

#STARVING ARTIST
# YOUNG COUPLE

#STUDY SLEEP REPEAT 
# HOUSE SHARING # FULL 
HOUSE # YOUNG STARTUP
# NEW CANADIANS #  
COUCH SURFING HOST # 
STARVING ARTISTS #  
ARTIST COLLECTIVE

#COUCH SURFING HOST # YOUNG PROFESSIONAL # JUST MARRIED # STUDY SLEEP REPEAT # FAMILY MATTERS

#HOUSING AS  LIFESTYLE # BACHELOR LIFE # KIDS 
ON WEEKENDS #  RETIRED 
LIFE

# RETIRED LIFE # KIDS ON 
WEEKENDS #  AIR BNB 
SIDE INCOME #  COUCH 
SURFING HOST #  JUST 
MARRIED

# SLEEPING OUTSIDE #  
RETIRED LIFE #  GRAD 
STUDENT #  BACHELOR 
LIFE #  YOUNG 
PROFESSIONAL

# PATIO SMOKING # 
HOUSE SHARING # ARTIST 
COLLECTIVE #  YOUNG 
STARTUPS 

# COUCH SURFING HOST 
#  KIDS ON WEEKENDS #  
FAMILY MATTERS #  AIR 
BNB SIDE INCOME

# FAMILY MATTERS #  
AIRBNB SIDE INCOME #  
COUCH SURFING HOST #  
EXTENDED FAMILY

# STARVING ARTIST #  KIDS ON WEEKENDS # YOUNG STARTUP COMPANY # EXTENDED FAMILY # AIR BNB SIDE INCOME

# RETIRED LIFE # TRAVELLING BAND

# ARTIST COLLECTIVE # GRAD STUDENT
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While housing the ‘living diversity’ is at 
its core, C HOUSE is clothed with a sin-
gular material to mark its architectural 
presence at the urban level.



The singular presence of the brick wrap 
within the neighbourhood



The split level distancing of living spaces 
around the CORE.



The collective space on the second level: 
wash/dry/pause



The collective space on the roof: party/relax



The ‘sense of room’ extension of the 
lower level unit


